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Global Financial Markets 
 
Global equities were lower this week amid continued anticipation that the US Federal Reserve would raise rates sometime 
this year. Meanwhile, US Treasury prices ended mixed on the back of two successful Treasury auctions and dovish 
comments by key Federal Reserve officials. The EUR/USD pair traded sideways all week with the US Dollar, for the most 
part, weakening slightly for most days starting with the mild depreciation last Friday on mixed US economic results. 
 
Global Equities 
 

Global equities fell during the week 
amid continued anticipation that the 
US Federal Reserve would raise 
rates sometime this year, unresolved 
issues in Greece and a strengthening 
US dollar.  

In the US it was a shortened 
workweek given the Memorial Day 
holiday on Monday. However, 
expectations of the Fed’s eventual 
lift-off as well as continued drama 
between Greece and the Euro-zone 
pushed prices lower towards 
Thursday. The release of mostly 
positive economic data did little to 
boost sentiment, and Fed Chair 
Yellen’s speech last Friday on served 
to drag more on stocks. According to 
Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen, 
it will be apt for the central bank to 
raise rates within the year. Her 
speech was delivered last Friday 
before the Greater Providence 
Chamber of Commerce. Yellen 
stated that because of the substantial 
lags in the effects of monetary policy 
on the economy, they ought to make 
policy in a forward-looking manner. 
Thus, it would be appropriate to raise 
rates sometime within the year and 
begin the process of normalizing monetary policy should the economy continue to improve as expected.  

Meanwhile, markets in Europe were weighed down by the failure of Greece and the Euro-zone finance ministers and the IMF to 
come to an agreement on their debt negotiations.  

Week-on-week, the MSCI World index lost 1.08%, with the MSCI Europe falling -0.30% and the MSCI Asia Pacific ex-Japan falling 
1.22%. The Dow Jones and the S&P500 both gave up -0.67% and -0.34%, respectively.  

Economic data released for the week were generally strong. US core consumer prices surprised to the upside, home prices were 
strong, and the Conference Board’s consumer confidence index likewise beat expectations. Meanwhile, durable goods orders were 
down, but matched the market estimate.  

 Consumer prices in the US fell slightly in April on weak gasoline prices, though increasing home and medical care 

expenses push higher the underlying inflation pressures. According to the Labor Department, its Consumer Price 

Index was up 0.1% in April following the 0.2% increase last March. On an annual basis, the CPI fell 0.2%. This 

marked the largest yearly decline since October of 2009, after the 0.1% dip in March. Core CPI, which does not 

include food and energy costs, rose 0.3%, the largest increase since January 2013, following the 0.2% advance last 

March. 

 

 US durable goods orders fell by a seasonally adjusted 0.5% on a monthly basis last April, matching the market 

estimate, following the upwardly revised 5.1% spike in March. Not including the volatile transport segment however, 

orders were up 0.5%, beating the market estimate of +0.3%. Meanwhile, a key measure of business investment 

climbed for a second straight month.  

21-May-15 28-May-15 % Change

MSCI World 1,810.84 1,791.35 -1.08%

MSCI Europe 138.47 138.06 -0.30%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 503.92 497.79 -1.22%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 18,285.74 18,162.99 -0.67%

S&P 500 2,130.82 2,123.48 -0.34%

Global Equity Performance
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 For the month of March, home prices rose as the S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index spiked 4.14% year-on-year. 

The 10-city index rose 4.7% while the 20-city index leapt 5.04%. According to the Chairman of the index, given these 

strong reports, it comes as no surprise that people are asking if there is a possible housing price bubble. He describes 

the phenomenon as a rebound in home prices, but not a bubble and therefore there is no reason to be fearful. 

 

 The Conference Board’s index of consumer confidence rose to 95.4 in May, beating the market estimate of 95.0, from 

April’s downwardly revised 94.3. Consumer confidence was better in May as current conditions in the second quarter 

appeared to be improving, though consumers still remained cautious about the short-term outlook.  

 

 The number of Americans filing for unemployment benefits rose last week by 7,000 to a seasonally adjusted 282,000 

for the week ended May 23. Market estimate was for jobless claims to fall to 270,000. The less-volatile four-week 

moving average of claims likewise grew by 5,000 to 271,500 and the number of people filing for continuing claims rose 

11,000 to 2.222 million.  

 

 According to the National Association of Realtors (NAR), contracts to buy previously owned US homes rose for a 

fourth straight month last April, the fastest pace on almost 9 years. Its pending home sales index rose 3.4%, beating 

the market estimate of +0.9% to a seasonally adjusted level of 112.4, the highest level since May 2006. On an annual 

basis, the index leapt 13.4%, beating the market estimate of +10.9%.  

 
 

Global Bonds 

 

US Treasury prices ended mixed this week on the back of Greek debt deal 

news, expectations of the Federal Funds rate lift-off, and amid successful 

Treasury auctions in the middle of the week. During the week, two 

successful auctions were conducted with the government awarding the 

highest yielding 5-year and 7-year auction notes since the beginning of the 

year. Meanwhile, Federal Reserve Vice Chairman Stanley Fischer said the 

central bank could take a slower approach to raising interest rates if 

weaker-than-expected growth overseas the U.S. economy. Fischer 

reiterated that weaker-than-anticipated foreign growth could lead the Fed to remove accommodation more slowly than otherwise. 

Week-on-week, the two-year yields rallied 5.59 basis points to 0.629%, while the 10-year yields fell 5.43 basis points to 2.136%. 

 

Currencies  
 

The EUR/USD pair traded sideways all week with the US Dollar, for 

the most part, weakening slightly for most days starting with the mild 

depreciation last Friday on mixed US economic results. Following 

quiet trading last Monday on the Memorial and Spring Bank Holidays 

in the US and UK, the greenback resumed its slide despite news of 

better US durable goods orders coupled with resurfacing outlook of an 

earlier Fed rate hike based on what good US economic indicators 

were recently released and comments from senior Fed officials, 

Tuesday. Anecdotal reports from Greek PM Tsipras that Greek debt 

crisis talks were "in the final stretch", offered a glimmer of hope, 

despite German skepticism, that the country would avoid defaulting on 

its upcoming IMF payment and turnaround its financial fortunes. This caused the US Dollar to slip Wednesday into Thursday as 

initial US jobless claims for the week ended May 23 were 12,000 claims higher than the expected 270,000. Also weighing on the 

Dollar was apparent discord among Fed district governors with regard to initial tightening with some saying a rate increase within 

2015 was premature. Week-on-week, the EUR/USD pair was 0.53 US cents lower, or -0.48%, to close the week at the 1.0960 level. 

 

The week ahead (June 1 – June 5) 

 

Market movements this week were driven by statements from the Federal Reserve as well as the lack of progress in the Greece 

debt stalemate. For the coming week, we expect investors to remain wary of upcoming economic data especially the release of the 

1Q US GDP growth figure. A strong figure would weigh heavily on equities while a weak figure could stoke speculation of an earlier 

rate hike. Expect the EUR/USD pair to trade sideways again next week with pessimism over Greece's likely default on its upcoming 

IMF payment being priced in by the market well beforehand. Trading range is 1.05-1.10. 

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 21-May 28-May  +/- bps

3m 0.010 0.000 -1.01

6m 0.071 0.056 -1.53

2y 0.573 0.629 5.59

5y 1.512 1.516 0.46

10y 2.190 2.136 -5.43

30y 2.988 2.887 -10.08

Currencies 

22-May 29-May % Change

USD/PHP 44.545 44.590 -0.10%

EUR/USD 1.1013 1.0960 -0.48%

GBP/USD 1.5490 1.5284 -1.33%

USD/JPY 121.54 123.82 -1.84%

AUD/USD 0.7823 0.7651 -2.20%

USD/CHF 0.9435 0.9438 -0.03%

EUR/CHF 1.03934 1.03445 0.47%

EUR/JPY 133.84 135.71 -1.38%
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Philippine Financial Markets 

The local equities market edged lower amid a weaker-than-expected Philippine GDP figure. On the local fixed income 
space, bond prices fell following hawkish comments from Janet Yellen in the week prior. The USD/PHP pair traded 
sideways all week, rising only 4.5 centavos, or 0.10%, despite consecutive 15 days of net foreign selling in the local 
equities market. 
 
Local Equities  
  
The PSEi corrected to 7,500 level, amid disappointing Philippine economic data 
releases, specifically a weaker-than-expected GDP print on the back of public 
underspending. Foreign market players were net sellers amid the soft economic 
data releases both locally and globally. The week, however, ended with the 
market slightly rebounding from its multi-week lows at the 7,400 level as market 
players decided to focus on the fundamental strengths of the Philippine economy 
and due to the month-end rebalancing. Net foreign outflow for the month reached 
$277 million. Week-on-week, the PSEi lost 2.94% to close at 7,580.46. 
  
  

Property 
 Ayala Land, Inc (PSE ticker: ALI) will be developing a 40-hectare residential subdivision in Sta. Rosa, Alveo’s fifth 

horizontal development in Nuvali. An amount of Php2.3 Bn will be invested into the project. The whole project will 
consist of 642 lots all in all. The company sees the same consumer response for the development as the last Nuvali 
project, which was then a Php2.5 Bn investment. 

 
 Rockwell Land Corporation’s (PSE ticker: ROCK) budget for 2015 will almost double its previous year’s Php8.7 Bn 

figure to Php13 Bn in order for the company to spur recurring income streams. Rockwell Chief Financial Officer Ellen 
V. Almodiel mentioned that the bulk of the budget will be allocated for developing its existing projects. 
 

Financials 

 Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co. (PSE ticker: MBT) entered into an alliance with The Bank of Yokohama in order for 
both parties to easily cater to Japanese clients residing in the Philippines. In said arrangement, Metrobank will be 
facilitating bank services to Japanese small and medium enterprise (SME) clients in terms of local operations or 
expansion plans.  

 
Consumer 

 San Miguel Brewery, Inc. plans to introduce its non-alcoholic beverage line to the country next year, wherein they will 
be showcasing Japanese beverage maker Kirin Holdings’ products. SMB will be venturing into beverages such as 
water, spirit water, flavored water, and juices. SMB Chairman Ramon S. Ang believes the non-alcoholic line will add 
30% to the revenue mix.  
 

Holding Firms 

 Philippine Rating Services Corp. (PhilRatings) has given Aboitiz Equity Ventures, Inc. (PSE ticker: AEV) the highest 
credit rating of PRS Aaa for the company’s proposed Php25 Bn fixed-rate bond issuance. The bonds, with tenors of 
five, seven, and twelve years are planned to be issued this year, in which proceeds are to be used for AEV’s future 
investments and other corporate requirements. 
 

 GT Capital Holdings, Inc. (PSE  ticker: GTCAP) may not be able to sustain the same earnings growth pace it had 
during the first quarter, according to GT Capital Chief Financial Officer Francisco H. Suarez, Jr. The 61% boost in 
growth for the three-month period was aided by non-recurring items – foreign exchange and trading gains, and 
financial market recovery. Suarez says profit guidance for the year could be in the low/mid 20’s. 

 
 Metro Pacific Investments Corporation (PSE ticker: MPI) has given the top bid for the Cavite Laguna Expressway 

project at Php27.3 billion. This is Php 5.1 billion more than the bid of its only other competitor, Optimal Infrastructure 
Development, Inc. The bid represents a Php7.195 billion premium to the minimum set by government. Projected to run 
from Kawit, Cavite to the SLEX-Mamplasan Interchange, the project will be awarded on July 7, with signing on July 
28. 
 

 
Services 

 Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co.’s (PSE ticker: TEL) long-term corporate credit rating was affirmed by 
Standard& & Poor Rating Services (S&P) as “BBB+”. S&P credit analyst Bertrand Jabouley explains that ratings were 
affirmed on the back of PLDT’s strong balance sheet and business prospects, allowing the company to accommodate 
capital spending in the next two years. 
 

22-May 29-May % Change

PSEi 7,810.17 7,580.46 -2.94%

Philippine  Stock Exchange  Index
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Philippine Bond Market  

 
Prices of local fixed income securities fell during the week as investors 
reacted to Janet Yellen’s speech the prior Friday, wherein she stated that the 
US Federal Reserve should be able to begin hiking rates later this year. 
However, the rise in yields was tempered by the weaker-than-expected 1Q15 
GDP print, which caused some speculation that the Bangko Sentral ng 
Pilipinas could ease, or at least maintain the policy rates until the end of the 
year. Yields climbed by an average of 7.12 basis points led by the short-end 
of the curve, which climbed 17.24 basis points. 
 
 
Philippine Peso  

 
The USD/PHP pair traded sideways all week, rising only 4.5 centavos, or 

0.10%, despite consecutive 15 days of net foreign selling in the local equities 

market. Early this week, the Peso weakened vis-a-vis the greenback on the 

aforementioned capital outflows from our financial markets and on the abrupt 

worsening of the government's fiscal deficit, which doubled in March to 

PHP17.4 billion. Further analysis of 1Q'15A on a year-on-year basis revealed 

that public under-spending persisted from January-March of 2014, pressuring the Peso on Tuesday. On Wednesday, the local 

currency recovered as market paused to consider the impact of the weak 1st quarter public expenditure print on full-year national 

growth, juxtaposed with the effect of probable "catch up" spending in the 2nd half. The market's conviction passed the test, 

Thursday, as the Peso strengthened slightly despite actual 1st Quarter GDP disappointing consensus expectations of 6.9% by as 

much as -1.7%, with 1Q'15A output registering a measly 5.2% improvement. The USD/PHP pair closed the week flat, on Friday, 

climbing only 1 centavo day-on-day (+0.02%) and 4.5 centavos week-on-week (+0.10%). 

 

 The estimation of balance of payments (BOP) in the Philippines currently reached a $2 Bn surplus by year-end. As per 

Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), this is a turnaround from last year’s $2.879 Bn deficit. The BOP projection took into 

account the fall in oil prices, strong inflows abroad, higher direct and portfolio investments, and growth in the industries, 

business process outsourcing and tourism, as said by BSP Governor Diwa Guinigundo. 

 

 Budget deficit of the Philippines narrowed in the first three months of the year incurring Php33.5 Bn as compared to the 

previous year’s Php84.1 Bn deficit in the same quarter. It was largely behind the Php98.1 Bn target for the period. 

Government revenues had a better figure as well compared to last year, reaching PHp470.5 Bn from Php398.4 Bn, 

although still behind the Php484.1 Bn target.  

 

 Merchandise imports dropped sharply in March by 6.8% to $5 Bn compared to February, where it recorded a 10.2% 

growth. Growth projection for imports this year is a meager 1% mainly due to declining performances of fuels and plastics, 

down by 47.3% and 16.9% respectively. They have a combined share of 14.4% in total imports. In terms of other product 

imports, electronics rose marginally and payments for raw materials and intermediate goods declined. 

 

 

 The Committee on Appropriations approved the new funding provisions of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), involving 

a capital hike from Php50 Bn to Php200 Bn. The increased capitalization of Php150 Bn serves to spur the monetary 

authority’s financial sustainability. Among other proposed changes were tax exemption provisions, exchange rate reserves, 

and open-market operations. 

 

  Philippine GDP for 1Q15 has slowed to 5.2%, dropping 1.4 percentage points from the previous quarter’s 6.6%. The 

weaker than expected growth was mainly due to low public spending, which was 13% short of the target. Other 

components that had slower growth would be exports and services, which grew only 1% and 5.6% respectively. 

 

 After the release of the slowed 5.2% GDP for the first quarter, Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) does not feel the need to 

adjust the current monetary policy setting. BSP Governor Amando M. Tetangco says it is still appropriate as he sees 

further economic growth and good prospects for the rest of the year. The government’s 2015 GDP target remains at 7-8 

percent. 

 

 

T enor 22-May 29-May  Change

1m 1.92 2.19 28

3m 2.07 2.15 8

6m 2.88 2.73 -15

1y 2.44 2.49 4

2y 2.76 2.79 3

3y 2.86 2.84 -1

4y 3.34 3.80 46

5y 3.92 3.91 -1

7y 3.84 3.73 -11

10y 4.38 4.35 -3

20y 4.43 4.62 19

25y 4.02 4.02 0

Average 6.4

Peso Yie ld Curve                                        

(PDST-F Reference Rates)
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 The Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc. (PSE) was authorized to obtain a Php1.15 Bn clean term, five-year loan from several 

banks for the purchase of stockholder shares in the Philippine Dealing System Holdings Corp. (PDS). The loan will be 

embodying about half of PDS’ P2.25 Bn valuation of the shares. PSE expects to complete the arrangement by end-July 

2015. 

 

The week ahead (June 1 – June 5) 

 

We expect the PSEi to recover from this week’s decline, as market players take cue from movements globally. The PSEi trading 
range for the week is expected to be at 7,300 and 7,500, with downward bias. Movements will be strongly influenced by the results 
of the Q1 GDP. For the week ahead, we expect local government securities to trade range-bound ahead of the May inflation figure, 
which is expected to come in at 1.9%, below the government’s targeted range. Anything lower could lend support to bond prices, 
since this would mean the BSP has room to keep rates low, which anything higher than expected could put upward pressure on 
yields. Expect the USD/PHP pair to trade sideways next week with a slight upward bias as investors take long positions on recent 
Peso weakness ahead of next Friday's US Non-Farm Payrolls print.     
 


